Title: reverse side of a picture postcard with - previously unknown - postmark 'Buddelkehmen Kreis
Memel Ostpreußen' (depicted at page 016)

Activities and affairs of the Working Group, etc.:

Annual Meeting 2015 in Bad Laer from 23 to 25 October: invitation and program with - amongst
others - lectures given by:
Aschenbrenner
Becker
von Garnier
Saager

Questions and answers:

Question 1532:
Official seal of the post office Posen 1914 as confirmation of the exemption of charges of a field
post card?
Note 1533:
Russian post card from 'Kantweinen' (Distr. Klaipeda) 1948 to Waldheim, Sachsen
Note 1534:
Russian letter 1946 'Gilge über Labiau' from Mayor Pietrzik
Question 1535:
Francotyp Archives Sheet of 'Ostpreußisches Serumwerk' in 1936 and question whether the
sender's meter mark with cliche from 1937 'Ostpreußisches Serumwerk' or 'Getak' from Königsberg
is known.
Article 1102:
New perfins and newly discovered users from the German eastern territories.
Article 1107 by Förster:
Telephonic ordering of 'Mietfuhrwerke'.
After a brief overview of placing and performing such orders the author shows relevant documents,
in particular the single-line postmark 'Post' used at the telegraph office at the railway main station.
Article 1108 by Babochkin, Moscow:
POW postcards from the Soviet Union to the Gerrnan eastern territories. Three preprinted cards
from 1946 to Elbing, Toppeln (tWarthegau) and Rügenwalde are presented and discussed in detail.
Article 1101 by Peter, Tucson (translated by Müller, Würzburg):
Köslin, a Prussian city in Pommerania, Part ll.
Postmarks at pre-philatelic covers and in the Prussian stamp time are depicted and described.
The article is bilingual, German and English.

Article 1109 by Steiniger / Köhn:
From the history of Görlitz airfield.
After a brief historical outline mainly documents from the era of air transport in Görlitz from 1924 to
1926 are shown and discussed.
Article 1106 by Neumann:
The post at Breslau - Postage paid.
The author introduces the postal regulations for prepayment of postage in cash and shows and
describes the different postmarks that were used at Breslau in the years 1926-1929. Moreover, the
author shows a sample of a roller handstamp with advertising that was authorized by the RPZ in
the year 1932.
Article 1103 by Drobny:
Preußisch Oderberg / Annaberg, Ruderswald, and Zabelkau / Schurgersdorf, Kr. Ratibor.
The author outlines the postal and local history of these villages, illustrated with maps of the area
and old postcards and postal documents from 1852 to 1943, which are also described in detail.
Article 1104 by Drobny:
Travelling post office mailfrom Preußisch Oderberg or Oderberg (Austrian)?
The author discusses with historical postcards and postal documents the travelling post office mail
of Prussian Oderberg, but also Oderberg in Austria (now: Bohumin), in the Kr. Ratibor.
Article 1105 by Drobny / Hagel:
Special ticket of the train from Annaberg, Kr. Ratibor.
At hand of a ticket (free ride) in 1935, the authors explain the essentials of rail traffic between
Annaberg and Ratibor. Reprinted is also the leaflet for the special residential (passport- and duty
free) transit traffic between East Prussia and the rest of Germany by Polish and Danzig territory as
well as a summary of the cross-border traffic with Poland and Czechoslovakia.
Article 807 by Gebauer / Klemm:
'The Sudetenland corner', provisional postmarks of the travelling post offices; with illustrations of
the postmarks and map sections of the railway routes.

